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心理学一般
1. Burstow, B.
Psychiatry Interrogated: An Institutional
Ethnography Anthology. Sept 2016, 250pp.,
Hardback (Palgrave Macmillan)
ISBN 9783319411736 ¥17,490
(Paperback ISBN 9783319424736 ¥6,990)

2. Elster, J.
Sour Grapes: Studies in the Subversion of
Rationality. (Cambridge Philosophy Classics) Aug
2016, Paperback (Cambridge U.P.)
ISBN 9781316507001 ¥4,310
【好奇心あふれる心理学 – すべて心の中・第 3 版】
3. Furnham, A.
All in the Mind Psychology for the Curious.
Aug 2016, 280pp., Hardback (Wiley)
ISBN 9781119161653 ¥19,860
(Paperback ISBN 9781119161615 ¥8,640)
All in the Mind, Third Edition covers important, topical, and
sometimes controversial subjects in the field of Psychology
in an engaging alternative or supplement to traditional student textbooks. Third edition of a successful and uniquely
readable textbook – includes more than two thirds brand
new material, with all retained material thoroughly revised
and updated. Offers a new and engaging way to consider
key theories and approaches in psychology, providing an
original alternative or supplement to traditional teaching
textbooks. Provides lucid coverage of topical and sometimes
controversial subjects such as whether looks matter, the
psychology of decision-making, conspiracy theories, and
“why we buy”.

4. Gherovici, P. & M. Steinkoler (eds)
Lacan, Psychoanalysis, and Comedy. Sept
2016, Hardback (Cambridge U.P.)
ISBN 9781107086173 ¥17,270

【質的研究方法論の構成】
5. Harreveld, B. et al. (eds)
Constructing Methodology for Qualitative
Research Researching Education and Social
Practices. (Palgrave Studies in Education Research
Methods) June 2016, 312pp., Hardback (Palgrave
Macmillan) ISBN 9781137599421 ¥17,490
This book explores the webs of vulnerability in methodological decision-making that illustrate the deceptive strength of
qualitative research. Each chapter will resonate with readers differently as they read themselves into the tensions and
tangles of qualitative research when confronted with the
challenges of estabilishing methodological frameworks for
educational and social enquiry.

【心理学理論構築にとっての歴史の中心性】
6. Klempe, S.H. & R. Smith
Centrality of History for Theory Construction in Psychology. (Annals of Theoretical Psychology, Vol 14) Sept 2016, 244pp., Hardback
(Springer) ISBN 9783319427591 ¥17,490
This book offers a comprehensive overview of the purpose of
history for psychology. Its purpose is to ask why history
should be of concern to psychologists in teaching and research, and in theory and in practice. The future position of
humanities subjects is currently highly debated on all
fronts. Chapters focus on the arguments from psychologists,
upgrade the precision and quality of discussion, and thus,
provide a base for affirming the place of history of psychology in the broad field of psychological activity. A fundamental
question dominates the discussion. Is the purpose of the
history of psychology to serve current psychology, rather
than to contribute to historical knowledge – and to enter
large debates about what historical knowledge means for
being human? If the answer is yes, as most psychologists
who come to the issues will presume, in what ways? Are
these ways philosophically grounded, or do the social and
political conditions of power and funding in universities
dominate the arguments? In this volume, the contributors
demonstrate the relation between historical investigations
and current practice.

7. Lacan, Jacqure
The Sinthome The Seminar of Jacques Lacan, Book XXIII. Sept 2016, 224pp., Hardback
(Wiley) ISBN 9781509510009 ¥6,040
(Paperback ISBN 9781509510016 ¥3,440

8. MacCurd, J.T.
Problems in Dynamic Psychology: A Critique
of Psychoanalysis and Suggested Formulations. Sept 2016, 400pp., Paperback (Cambridge
U.P.) ISBN 9781316620014 ca. ¥6,910

【心理学における概念的・歴史的諸問題】
9. Piekkola, B.
Conceptual and Historical issues in Psychology. Dec 2016, 440pp., Hardback (SAGE)
ISBN 9781473916159 ¥18,710
(Paperback ISBN 9781473916166 ¥7,480)
This book will help students demonstrate a thorough understanding on the history of psychology, as well as the
subject’s complex theoretical and sometimes controversial
philosophical foundations.

ご注文・お問合せは sales@e-bookman.co.jp へ
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【ワイリー・ブラックウェルの社会学の手引き】
10. Ritzer, G.
The Wiley-Blackwell Companion to Sociology. (Series: Wiley Blackwell Companions to Sociology) Sept 2016, 704pp., Paperback (Wiley)
ISBN 9781119250630 ¥9,500
Featuring a collection of original chapters by leading and
emerging scholars, The Wiley-Blackwell Companion to Sociology presents a comprehensive and balanced overview of
the major topics and emerging trends in the discipline of
sociology today.

【心理学の手引き・第 6 版】
11. Sternberg, R.J. & K. Sternberg
The Psychologist's Companion: A Guide to
Professional Success for Students, Teachers,
and Researchers, 6th Edition. Oct 2016,
Hardback (Cambridge U.P.)
ISBN 9781107139619 ca. ¥17,270
(Paperback ISBN 9781316505182 ¥6,910)
Covers more topics than any of its competitors. Written in
an easily readable style with a sense of humour. Includes
three major pedagogical features to help readers better learn
the material in the book - 'Experience is the best teacher',
'Give it some more thought', and 'What's wrong here'.

数理・統計心理学
【数理心理学ハンドブック・第 1 巻】
12. Batchelder, W.H. et al. (eds)
New Handbook of Mathematical Psychology
Volume 1: Foundations and Methodology. Dec 2016,
Hardback (Cambridge U.P.) ISBN 9781107029088
¥30,240
The field of mathematical psychology began in the 1950s
and includes both psychological theorizing, in which
mathematics plays a key role, and applied mathematics,
motivated by substantive problems in psychology. Central
to its success was the publication of the first 'Handbook of
Mathematical Psychology' in the 1960s. The psychological
sciences have since expanded to include new areas of research, and significant advances have been made in both
traditional psychological domains and in the applications of
the computational sciences to psychology. Upholding the
rigor of the first title in this field to be published, the New
Handbook of Mathematical Psychology reflects the current
state of the field by exploring the mathematical and computational foundations of new developments over the last
half-century. This first volume focuses on select mathematical ideas, theories, and modeling approaches to form a
foundational treatment of mathematical psychology.

【Ｒによるシステムダイナミクスモデリング】
13. Duggan, J.
System Dynamics Modeling with R . (Lecture
Notes in Social Networks) July 2016, 180pp.,

Hardback (Springer) ISBN 9783319340418
¥14,960
CONTENTS: An Introduction to System Dynamics. - An Introduction to R.- Modeling Limits to Growth.- Higher Order
Models.- Diffusion Models.- Model Testing- Model Analysis
and Calibration.- Appendix A: Installing R and R Studio.

14. Yanagihara, H.
Consistency of an Information Criterion for
High-Dimensional Multivariate Regression.
(SpringerBriefs in Statistics) Aug 2016, ca.70pp.,
Paperback (Springer) ISBN 9784431557746
¥9,710

【量的心理学研究】
15. van der Ark, A.L. et al. (eds)
Quantitative Psychology Research. (The 80th
Annual Meeting of the Psychometric Society, Beijing,
2015) July 2016, Hardback (Springer)
ISBN 9783319387574 ¥28,180
The research articles in this volume cover timely quantitative psychology topics, including new methods in
item response theory, computerized adaptive testing, cognitive diagnostic modeling, and psychological scaling. Topics
within general quantitative methodology include structural
equation modeling, factor analysis, causal modeling, mediation, missing data methods, and longitudinal data analysis. These methods will appeal, in particular, to researchers
in the social sciences. The 80th annual meeting took place
in Beijing, China, between the 12th and 16th of July, 2014.
Previous volumes to showcase work from the Psychometric
Society’s Meeting are New Developments in Quantitative
Psychology: Presentations from the 77th Annual Psychometric Society Meeting (Springer, 2013), Quantitative Psychology Research: The 78th Annual Meeting of the
Psychometric Society (Springer, 2015), and Quantitative
Psychology Research: The 79th Annual Meeting of the Psychometric Society, Wisconsin, USA, 2014 (Springer, 2015).

【Stata による統計学】
16. Weinberg, S.L. & S.K. Abramowitz
Statistics Using Stata: An Integrative Approach. Aug 2016, Paperback (Cambridge U.P.)
ISBN 9781107461185 ca. ¥15,550
Can be used in courses at the undergraduate or graduate
level in the social, behavioral, health, and policy sciences.
Covers topics not included in other introductory texts, such
as robust methods of estimation based on the bootstrap
resampling technique, regression to the mean, and diagnostic tools for analyzing model fit. Uses an extremely clear
and lively writing style and worked examples that will interest students. Online features include problem sets and appendices for students, and PowerPoint slides and testbank
for instructors.

ご注文・お問合せは sales@e-bookman.co.jp へ
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生理・神経心理学
【心理生理学ハンドブック・第 4 版】
17. Cacioppo, J.T. et al. (eds)
Handbook of Psychophysiology, 4th Edition.
(Series: Cambridge Handbooks in Psychology) Feb
2017, Hardback (Cambridge U.P.)
ISBN 9781107058521 ¥43,200
The Handbook of Psychophysiology has been the authoritative resource for more than a quarter of a century. Since the
third edition was published a decade ago, the field of psychophysiological science has seen significant advances,
both in traditional measures such as electroencephalography, event-related brain potentials, and cardiovascular
assessments, and in novel approaches and methods in behavioural epigenetics, neuroimaging, psychoneuroimmunology, psychoneuroendocrinology, neuropsychology,
behavioural genetics, connectivity analyses, and
non-contact sensors. At the same time, a thoroughgoing
interdisciplinary focus has emerged as essential to scientific
progress.

18. Dunbar, R.
Human Evolution: Our Brains and Behavior.
Aug 2016, 272pp., Hardback (Oxford U.P., USA)
ISBN 9780190616786 ¥6,030

【知能の神経科学】
19. Haier, R.J.
The Neuroscience of Intelligence. (Series:
Cambridge Fundamentals of Neuroscience in Psychology) Nov 2016, Hardback (Cambridge U.P.)
ISBN 9781107089778 ca. ¥17,100
(Paperback ISBN 9781107461439 ¥6,910)
CONTENTS: 1. What we know about intelligence from the
weight of studies. 2. Nature more than nurture: the impact
of genetics on intelligence. 3. Peeking inside the living brain:
neuroimaging is a game changer for intelligence research. 4.
Fifty shades of gray matter: a brain image of intelligence is
worth a thousand words. 5. The holy grail: can neuroscience boost intelligence? 6. As neuroscience advances,
what's next for intelligence research?

20. Kolb, B. & I. Whishaw (eds)
Brain and Behaviour: Revisiting the Classic
Studies. Sept 2016, 216pp., Hardback (SAGE)
ISBN 9781446296516 ¥14,960
(Paperback ISBN 9781446296523 ¥4,480)

【聴覚学における橋渡し研究】
21. Le Prell, C.G. et al. (eds)
Translational Research in Audiology, Neuro-otology, and the Hearing Sciences.
(Springer Handbook of Auditory Research, Vol 58)
Aug 2016, 465pp., Hardback (Springer)
ISBN 9783319408460 ¥21,380
Emphasizes translational research programs in areas including drugs and devices, sensorineural hearing loss, auditory processing disorder, cochlear implants and hearing
aids, and tinnitus therapies. Highlights areas in which new
evidence is accumulating and translation to humans is increasingly timely and relevant. Provides a systematic introduction to the issues, challenges, and obstacles that
prevent effective research translation.

【神経科学における信号処理】
22. Li, Xiaoli (ed)
Signal Processing in Neuroscience. Aug 2016,
459pp., Hardback (Springer)
ISBN 9789811018213 ¥33,040
Highlighting the contribution of signal processing in the area of computational neuroscience. Introducing the cutting-edge development in neural signaling processing.
Written by experts in this field.

【共有する社会的表象 – その感覚運動的基礎】
23. Obhi, S.S. & E.S. Cross (eds)
Shared Representations: Sensorimotor
Foundations of Social Life. (Cambridge Social
Neuroscience) Nov 2016, Hardback (Cambridge
U.P.) ISBN 9781107050204 ca. ¥19,000
(Paperback ISBN 9781107690318 ¥7,770)
This volume comprises a collection of cutting-edge essays
centred on the idea of shared representations, broadly defined. Featuring contributions from established world leaders in their fields and written in a simultaneously accessible
and detailed style, this is an invaluable resource for established researchers and those who are new to the field.

【単一ニューロン理論】
24. Sevush, S.
The Single-Neuron Theory: Closing in on the
Neural Correlate of Consciousness. July
2016, 337pp., Hardback (Palgrave Macmillan)
ISBN 9783319337074 ¥17,490
This book presents an engaging account of a provocative
new theory which explores how our brain generates conscious experience and where this occurs. It suggests that
conscious experience happens not at the whole brain level
but at the level of individual nerve cells.

ご注文・お問合せは sales@e-bookman.co.jp へ
洋書ニュース・ブックマン
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【大脳基底核 - 運動および認知機能の新しい視点】
25. Soghomonian, J.-J.
The Basal Ganglia: Novel Perspectives on
Motor and Cognitive Functions. (Series: Innovations in Cognitive Neuroscience) Sept 2016,
673pp., Hardback (Springer)
ISBN 9783319427416 ¥24,290
This groundbreaking text takes current knowledge of the
basal ganglia far from well-known motor-based models to a
more inclusive understanding of deep-brain structure and
function. Synthesizing diverse perspectives from across the
brain-behavioral sciences, it tours the neuroanatomy and
circuitry of the basal ganglia, linking their organization to
their controlling functions in core cognitive, behavioral, and
motor areas, both normative and disordered. Interactions
between the basal ganglia and major structures of the brain
are identified in their contributions to a diverse range of
processes, from language processing to decision-making,
emotion to visual perception, motivation to intent. And the
basal ganglia are intimately involved in the mechanisms of
dysfunction, as evinced by chapters on dyskinesia, Parkinson’s disease, neuropsychiatric conditions, and addictions.

動物心理学
【霊長類の手の進化】
26. Kivel, T.L. et al. (eds)
The Evolution of the Primate Hand: Anatomical, Developmental, Functional, and
Paleontological Evidence. (Developments in
Primatology: Progress and Prospects) Aug 2016,
571pp., Hardback (Springer)
ISBN 9781493936441 ¥30,510
This book demonstrates how the primate hand combines
both primitive and novel morphology, both general function
with specialization, and both a remarkable degree of diversity within some clades and yet general similarity across
many others. Across the chapters, different authors have
addressed a variety of specific questions and provided their
perspectives, but all explore the main themes described
above to provide an overarching “primitive primate hand”
thread to the book. Each chapter provides an in-depth review and critical account of the available literature, a balanced interpretation of the evidence from a variety of
perspectives, and prospects for future research questions.
In order to make this a useful resource for researchers at all
levels, the basic structure of each chapter is the same, so
that information can be easily consulted from chapter to
chapter. An extensive reference list is provided at the end of
each chapter so the reader has additional resources to address more specific questions or to find specific data.

【コウモリの社会性】
27. Ortega, J. (ed)
Sociality in Bats. July 2016, 413pp., Hardback
(Springer) ISBN 9783319389516 ¥33,040
This book provides new insights into the social behavior of
bats - one of the most fascinating topics currently being
pursued by researchers. After an introduction reviewing
the history of research in bat behavioral ecology, it covers

three major themes: bat sociality per se (Part I), bat communication (Part II), and ecological aspects (Part III). Part I
offers a concise overview of the social organization and systems of bats, introducing readers to the complexity and dynamics of group structures. Part II is devoted to the
innovative field of social communication, focusing on bat
songs, dialects and calls. Part III discusses the influence of
the environment on bat behavior, particularly with regard to
roosting and foraging. This book addresses the needs of researchers working in behavioral sciences, evolution and
ecology.

【テナガザルの進化】
28. Reichard, U.H. et al. (eds)
Evolution of Gibbons and Siamang: Phylogeny, Morphology, and Cognition. (Developments in Primatology: Progress and Prospects) Aug
2016, 561pp., Hardback (Springer)
ISBN 9781493956128 ¥30,510
This volume provides insight into gibbon diet and community ecology, the mating system and reproduction, and
conservation biology, all topics which represent areas of
substantial progress in understanding socio-ecological flexibility and conservation needs of the hylobatid family. This
work analyzes hylobatid evolution by synthesizing recent
and ongoing studies of molecular phylogeny, morphology,
and cognition in a framework of gibbon and siamang evolution. With its clearly different perspective, this book is written to be read, referenced, and added to the bookshelves of
scientists, librarians, and the interested public.

29. Tuci, E. et al. (eds)
From Animals to Animats 14. (14th International Conference on Simulation of Adaptive Behavior,
Proceedings) (Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence)
Aug 2016, 366pp., Paperback (Springer) ISBN
9783319434872 ¥10,880

【民族霊長類学 – 21 世紀の霊長類保護】
30. Waller, M. (ed)
Ethnoprimatology: Primate Conservation in
the 21st Century. (Developments in Primatology: Progress and Prospects) Aug 2016, 422pp.,
Hardback (Springer) ISBN 9783319304670
¥33,040
The list of challenges facing nonhuman primates in the 21st
century is a long one. The expansion of palm oil plantations
to feed a growing consumer class is eating away at ape and
monkey habitats in Southeast Asia and Central Africa. Lemurs are hunted for food in the poorest parts of Madagascar while monkeys are used as medicine in Brazil.
Traditional cultural beliefs are maintaining demand for
animal body parts in West African markets while viral
YouTube videos of “cute” and “cuddly” lorises have increased their market value as pets and endangered their
populations. These and other issues are addressed in this
book by leading researchers in the field of ethnoprimatology,
the study of human/nonhuman primate interactions that
combines traditional primatological methodologies with
cultural anthropology in an effort to better understand the
nuances of our economic, ritualistic, and ecologic relationships.

洋書ニュース・ブックマン
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発達・教育心理学
【幼児の遊び】
31. Alcock, S. J.
Young Children Playing. ((International perspectives on early childhood education and development,
Vol 12) June 2016, 185pp., Hardback (Springer)
ISBN 9789811012051 ¥17,490
CONTENTS: Chapter 1 Framing: Young Children Relating
and Playing.- Chapter 2 Research Methods: Observing Experience in Two projects (Parts 2 and 3).- Chapter 3 The Intersubjective in-between-ness in Young Children’s
Playfulness.- Chapter 4 Words Connecting Children Playfully Together.- Chapter 5 Becoming Selves in Play.- Chapter 6 Imagining while Playing.- Chapter 7 Feelings Felt in
Bodies.

【幼児期における知覚の発達】
32. Arterberry, M.E. & P.J. Kellman
Development of Perception in Infancy: The
Cradle of Knowledge Revisited. May 2016,
392pp., Paperback (Oxford U.P., USA) ISBN
9780199395637 ¥10,350
Consideration of infant perception research in light of
long-standing philosophical and theoretical positions about
the nature of perception. Focus on the perceptual underpinnings of social and cognitive development. Argument
that the traditional constructivist view, emphasizing the
construction of perceptual reality through extended learning, has been disconfirmed by experimental data in many
domains.

33. Ballam, N. et al. (eds)
Pedagogies of Educational Transitions: European and Antipodean Research. (International Perspectives on Early Childhood Education
and Development, Vol 16) Oct 2016, 590pp.,
Hardback (Springer) ISBN 9783319431161
¥27,210

【学校における創造性の育成・第 2 版】
34. Beghetto, R.A. & J.C. Kaufman (eds)
Nurturing Creativity in the Classroom, 2nd
Edition. (Series: Current Perspectives in Social and
Behavioral Sciences) Sept 2016, Hardback (Cambridge U.P.) ISBN 9781107103153 ca. ¥17,100
(Paperback ISBN 9781107501300 ¥6,910)
Includes new or updated essays from some of the top people in the world in this field, from such legends as Robert J.
Sternberg and Joseph Renzulli to established scholars and
rising stars. Includes applied, practical, and theoretical approaches. For this topic, there are very few books that offer
many different expert perspectives; many chapter authors
have their own volumes, and this book gathers all of these
voices together.

【障害をもつ幼児の発達と学習 - ヴィゴツキーの視点】
35. Boettcher, L. & J. Dammeyer
Development and Learning of Young Children with Disabilities: A Vygotskian Perspective. (International perspectives on early
childhood education and development, Vol 13) June
2016, 204pp., Hardback (Springer)
ISBN 9783319391120 ¥17,490
This book introduces current theories and research on disability, and builds on the premise that disability has to be
understood from the dialectical dynamics of biology, psychology, and culture over time.

36. Boucher, J.M.
The Autistic Spectrum: Characteristics,
Causes and Practical Issues, 2nd Edition.
Oct 2016, 424pp., Hardback (SAGE) ISBN
9781446295663 ¥22,450
(Paperback ISBN 9781446295670 ¥8,230)

【人間のウェル・ビーイングの追求】
37. Estes, R.J. & M. Joseph Sirgy
The Pursuit of Human Well-Being: The Untold Global History. (Series: International Handbooks of Quality-of-Life) Sept 2016, 1121pp.,
Hardback (Springer) ISBN 9783319391007
¥60,060
Provides a positive perspective on the history of well-being.
Discusses the concept of well-being within the context of
different philosophical and religious traditions. Offers a clear
overview of well-being and quality of life in different regions
and sub-regions of the world.

【学生のアイデンティティと学習改善】
38. Esteban-Guitart, M.
Funds of Identity: Connecting Meaningful
Learning Experiences In and Out of School.
Sept 2016, Hardback (Cambridge U.P.) ISBN
9781107147119 ¥19,000
Drawing on research conducted mostly in Catalonia (Spain),
Moisès Esteban-Guitart outlines a distinct vision of education enhanced by students' identities, which leads to a discussion of the sociocultural factors that shape the
processes of learning. He brings these ideas to life by examining traits of a mobile-centric society, the present-day
ecology of learning, and his three metaphors of learning
(connecting knowledge, connecting minds, and connecting
communities). He then suggests a number of basic principles regarding learning for the twenty-first century based on
prior literature in the learning sciences. He presents the
terms 'funds of identity' and 'meaningful learning experiences', and reviews the funds of knowledge approach and
the Vygotskian basis for understanding identity. In the
second part of the book, he illustrates a number of strategies for detecting students' funds of identity and their
meaningful learning experiences, and describes some practical experiences based on the theoretical framework he
adopted.

洋書ニュース・ブックマン
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39. Frederiksen, M.
Synchronicity as Transpersonal Modality:
An Exploration of Jungian Spirituality in the
Frame of Transrational Philosophy. (Masters
of Peace) June 2016, 140pp., Paperback (Springer)
ISBN 9783658142278 ¥7,260
CONTENTS: A Transrational Approach to Peace Studies
through processing the Topic of Synchronicity.- Jungian
Psychology and his Concept of Synchronicity.- Transrational Peace Philosophy and Consciousness Development.Seven different Structures of Consciousness.- Consequences of Synchronicity for a transrational-oriented Peace Philosophy and Practice.

【赤ちゃんの世界・第 2 版】
40. Gottlieb, A. & J. DeLoache
A World of Babies: Imagined Childcare
Guides for Eight Societies, 2nd Edition. Oct
2016, Hardback (Cambridge U.P.)
ISBN 9781107137295 ca. ¥14,680
(Paperback ISBN 9781316502570 ¥5,180)
CONTENTS: 1. Introduction: raising a world of babies, parenting in the twenty-first century Alma Gottlieb and Judy S.
DeLoache. 2. Never forget where you're from: raising Guinean Muslim babies in Portugal Michelle Johnson. 3. From
cultural revolution to childcare revolution: conflicting advice
on childrearing in contemporary China Erin Raffety. 4. A
baby to tie you to place: childrearing advice from a Palestinian mother living under occupation Bree Akesson. 5. Childrearing in the New Country: advice for immigrant mothers
in Israel Deborah Golden. 6. Luring your child into this life
of troubled times: a Beng path for infant care in post-civil
war Côte d'Ivoire Alma Gottlieb. 7. From Mogadishu to
Minneapolis: raising Somali children in an age of displacement Sirad Shirdon. 8. Quechua or Spanish? Farm or
school? New paths for Andean children in post-civil war
Peru Kate Grim-Feinberg. 9. 'Equal children play best':
raising independent children in a Nordic welfare state Mariah Schug.

【学校心理学者のための倫理と法律・第 7 版】
41. Jacob, S. et al.
Ethics and Law for School Psychologists 7th
Edition. Aug 2016, 448pp., Hardback (Wiley)
ISBN 9781119157069 ¥16,410
Ethics and Law for School Psychologists is the single best
source of authoritative information on the ethical and legal
issues school psychologists face every day. Designed specifically to meet the unique needs of psychologists in educational settings, this book includes the most upto-date
standards and requirements while providing an introduction to the ethics and legal underpinnings that protect the
rights of students and their parents. This new seventh edition has been updated with new research and changes to
the law, with an increased focus on ethical-legal considerations associated with digital technologies.

【人生晩年のスピリチュアル】
42. Johnson, M. & J. Walker (eds)
Spiritual Dimensions of Ageing. Oct 2016,
Hardback (Cambridge U.P.)
ISBN 9781107092570 ¥19,000
Provides a stimulating and authoritative map of issues,
topics and disciplinary perspectives in the rapidly emerging
field of later life spirituality. Features multidisciplinary approaches and methods from a unique range of experienced
scholars. Offers a timely contribution to a new phase of
growth in scholarship on spirituality and ageing.

43. Keenan, T. et al.
An Introduction to Child Development, 3rd
Edition. Mar 2016, 456pp., Hardback (SAGE)
ISBN 9781446274019 ¥22,450
(Paperback ISBN 9781446274026 ¥8,230)

44. Levesque, R.J.R.
Adolescence, Privacy, and the Law: A Developmental Science Perspectives. (American
Psycholog-Law Society Series) Aug 2016, 224pp.,
Paperback (Oxford U.P., USA)
ISBN 9780190460792 ¥10,350

【幼児期のリテラシー】
45. McLachlan, C.J. & A.W. Arrow (eds)
Literacy in the Early Years: Reflections on
International Research and Practice. (International Perspectives on Early Childhood Education
and Development, Vol 17) Oct 2016, 242pp.,
Hardback (Springer) ISBN 9789811020735
¥17,490
This edited collection provides an in-depth exploration of
different aspects of contemporary early childhood literacy
research and the implications for educational practice.
Each chapter details how the research was conducted and
any issues that researchers encountered in collecting data
with very young children, as well as what the research
findings mean for educational practice. It includes photographs of effective literacy practice, detailed explanations of
research methods so the studies can be replicated or expanded upon, and key features for promoting effective literacy practice in early childhood settings. This book is an
essential read for everyone who is interested in exploring the
complexities and challenges of researching literacy acquisition in the youngest children.

ご注文・お問合せは sales@e-bookman.co.jp へ
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【音楽の天才】
46. McPherson, Gary E. (ed)
Musical Prodigies: Interpretations from
Psychology, Education, Musicology, and
Ethnomusicology. Oct 2016, 704pp., Hardback
(Oxford U.P., USA) ISBN 9780199685851 ¥17,020
Brings together research from a range of disciplines, including psychology, neurobiology, and genetics, to provide a
thorough exploration of prodigious talent. Includes fascinating case studies of prodigies and also looks at their
long-term development into adulthood - many child prodigies have had problems making the transition into adolescence and adulthood. Includes chapters written by leading
experts, exploring prodigies across a range of musical genres, including classical music, jazz, soul, and rock.

47. Mireault, G. C. & V. Reddy
Humor in Infants Developmental and Psychological Perspectives. (SpringerBriefs in Psychology) July 2016, 60pp., Paperback (Springer)
ISBN 9783319389615 ¥9,710
This volume explores in depth how infants— perhaps as
young as three months—develop the capacity to appreciate,
participate in, and create humor. Engagingly written, it
synthesizes theories of humor, its subtle complexities, and
why it exists despite seeming to have little survival value.

【青少年の家出とホームレス】
48. Morewitz, S. J.
Runaway and Homeless Youth: New Research and Clinical Perspectives. July 2016,
230pp., Hardback (Springer) ISBN
9783319308616 ¥21,380
This straightforward reference surveys the knowledge base
on homeless, runaway, and thrown-away children and adolescents and makes concrete recommendations for policy
and practice. It is a comprehensive volume, that covers new
state legislation in the U.S. dealing with runaway and
homeless youth.

49. Olson, D.R.
The Mind on Paper: Reading, Consciousness
and Rationality. Dec 2016, Hardback (Cambridge U.P.) ISBN 9781107162891 ca. ¥8,630

50. Rief, S.F.
How to Reach and Teach Children and
Teens with ADD/ADHD 3rd Edition. Sept
2016, 512pp., Paperback (Wiley)
ISBN 9781118937785 ¥6,030

【認知能力と教育結果】
51. Monica Rosén
Cognitive Abilities and Educational Outcome: A Festschrift in Honour of Jan-Eric
Gustafsson. (Methodology of Educational Measurement and Assessment) Sept 2016, 397 pp.,
Hardback (Springer) ISBN 9783319434728
¥25,270
This book addresses problems and challenges that face educational measurement at a time when multipurpose usage
of observational data from educational assessments, tests
and international surveys has become a growing global
trend.

【学校環境におけるウェル・ビーイング、ポジティブな仲
間関係、いじめ】
52. Slee, P.T. & G. Skrzypiec
Well-Being, Positive Peer Relations and Bullying in School Settings. (Series: Positive Education) Sept 2016, 219pp., Hardback (Springer)
ISBN 9783319430379 ¥13,020
Advances a broad understanding of human development as
a basis for promoting students’ wellbeing. Is unique in its
community-based contextual approach. Introduces new
content concerning bullying relating to children and adolescents. Is supported by and includes supplementary material such as "review tests", discussion questions and
activities.

【自閉症スペクトラム障碍者の創造性とコミュニティ】
53. Smagorinsky, P. (ed)
Creativity and Community among Autism-Spectrum Youth: Creating Positive Social Updrafts through Play and Performance.
(Palgrave Studies In Play, Performance, Learning,
and Development) July 2016, 320pp., Hardback
(Palgrave Macmillan) ISBN 9781137547965
¥17,490
This edited volume explores the roles of socially-channeled
play and performance in the developmental trajectories of
young people who fall on the autism spectrum. The contributors offer possibilities for channels of activity through
which youth on the autism spectrum may find acceptance,
affirmation, and kinship with others.

【変革的精神 - 発達および教育へのヴィゴツキー的ア
プローチの拡張】
54. Stetsenko, A.
The Transformative Mind: Expanding
Vygotsky's Approach to Development and
Education. Oct 2016, Hardback (Cambridge U.P.)
ISBN 9780521865586 ¥21,600
The book suggests a transition from a relational worldview
premised on the socio-political ethos of adaptation towards
a transformative worldview premised on the ethos of solidarity and equality. Expansively developing Vygotsky's revolutionary project, the Transformative Activist Stance
integrates insights from a vast array of critical and soci-
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ocultural theories and pedagogies and moves beyond their
impasses to address the crisis of inequality. This captures
the dynamics of social transformation and agency in moving beyond theoretical and political canons of the status
quo. The focus is on the nexus of people co-creating history
and society while being interactively created by their own
transformative agency. Revealing development and mind as
agentive contributions to the 'world-in-the-making' from an
activist stance guided by a sought-after future, this approach culminates in implications for research with transformative agendas and a pedagogy of daring. Along the way,
many key theories of mind, development and education are
challenged and radically reworked.

【ユーダイモニック・ウェル・ビーイング・ハンドブック】
55. Vittersø, J.
Handbook of Eudaimonic Well-Being. (Series:
International Handbooks of Quality-of-Life) Sept
2016, 706pp., Hardback (Springer) ISBN
9783319424439 ¥51,320
This handbook presents the most comprehensive account
of eudaimonic well-being to date. It brings together theoretical insights and empirical updates presented by leading
scholars and young researchers. The handbook examines
philosophical and historical approaches to the study of
happy lives and good societies, and it critically looks at
conceptual controversies related to eudaimonia and
well-being. It identifies the elements of happiness in a variety of areas such as emotions, health, wisdom,
self-determination, internal motivation, personal growth,
genetics, work, leisure, heroism, and many more. It then
places eudaimonic well-being in the larger context of society,
addressing social elements. The most remarkable outcome
of the book is arguably its large-scale relevance, reminding
us that the more we know about the good way of living, the
more we are in a position to build a society that can be
supportive and offer opportunities for such a way of living
for all of its citizens.

【自閉症スペクトラム障碍児の両親のエンパワーメント】

56. Webster, A. et al.
Empowering Parents of Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder: Critical Decision-making for Quality Outcomes. Oct 2016,
ca.220pp., Hardback (Springer)
ISBN 9789811020827 ca. ¥19,430
This book presents an international research-based framework that has empowered parents of children with autism
spectrum disorder (ASD) to become critical decision makers
to actively guide their child’s learning and self-advocacy.
Parents can use this framework to identify their child’s vision and dreams, and to work with educators and service
providers to establish specific learning goals and to implement effective interventions and programs that enable their
child to achieve those goals and realise their vision for the
future.

認知・知覚・記憶
【中核となる知識と概念変化】
57. Barner, D. & A.S. Baron (eds)
Core Knowledge and Conceptual Change.
(Oxford Series in Cognitive Development) July 2016,
408pp., Hardback (Oxford U.P., USA)
ISBN 9780190467630 ¥12,960
Comprehensively provides a unique theoretical and empirical introduction to the study of conceptual development.
Describes the controversial thesis that human conceptual
knowledge emerges from a combination of innate core concepts and the ability to build upon core knowledge to construct abstract ideas that are unique to human culture.
Brings together contributions from key leaders in developmental psychology.

58. Elfers, J. & P. Hlava
The Spectrum of Gratitude Experience. Nov
2016, ca.290pp., Hardback (Palgrave Macmillan)
ISBN 9783319410296 ¥16,520

【注意とパフォーマンス・第 25 巻】
59. Jolicoeur, P. et al. (eds)
Mechanisms of Sensory Working Memory:
Attention and Perfomance XXV. July 2016,
312pp., Hardback (Elsevier)
ISBN 9780128110423 ¥22,460
Mechanisms of Sensory Working Memory: Attention and
Performance XXV provides an update on research surrounding the memory processes that are crucial for many
facets of cognitive processing and experience, with new coverage of emerging areas of study, including a new understanding of working memory for features of stimuli devoid of
verbal, phonological, or long-term memory content, such as
memory for simple visual features (e.g., texture or color),
simple auditory features (e.g., pitch), or simple tactile features (e.g., vibration frequency), now called sensory memory
to distinguish from verbal memory.

【情動の言語表現と認知構造】
60. Mondal, P.
Language and Cognitive Structures of Emotion. July 2016, 185pp., Hardback (Springer)
ISBN 9783319336893 ¥17,490
This book examines linguistic expressions of emotion in intensional contexts and offers a formally elegant account of
the relationship between language and emotion. The author
presents a compelling case for the view that there exist,
contrary to popular belief, logical universals at the intersection of language and emotive content.

ご注文・お問合せは sales@e-bookman.co.jp へ
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【学習の認知神経科学ハンドブック】
61. Murphy, R.A. & R.C. Honey (eds)
The Wiley Handbook on the Cognitive Neuroscience of Learning. July 2016, 624pp.,
Hardback (Wiley) ISBN 9781118650943
¥32,830
The Wiley Handbook on the Cognitive Neuroscience of
Learning charts the evolution of associative analysis and
the neuroscientific study of behavior as parallel approaches
to understanding how the brain learns that both challenge
and inform each other. Covers a broad range of topics while
maintaining an overarching integrative approach. Includes
contributions from leading authorities in the fields of cognitive neuroscience, associative learning, and behavioral psychology. Extends beyond the psychological study of learning
to incorporate coverage of the latest developments in neuroscientific research.

【認知科学における意思決定とモデリング】
62. Roy, S.
Decision Making and Modelling in Cognitive
Science. Dec 2016, ca.175pp., Hardback
(Springer) ISBN 9788132236207 ¥19,430
This book discusses the paradigm of quantum ontology as
an appropriate model for measuring cognitive processes. It
clearly shows the inadequacy of the application of classical
probability theory in modelling the human cognitive domain.
The chapters investigate the context dependence and neuronal basis of cognition in a coherent manner. According to
this framework, epistemological issues related to decision
making and state of mind are seen to be similar to issues
related to equanimity and neutral mind, as discussed in
Buddhist perspective. The author states that quantum ontology as a modelling tool will help scientists create new
methodologies of modelling in other streams of science as
well.

【認知と評価に関するハンドブック】
63. Rupp, A. & J. Leighton (eds)
The Handbook of Cognition and Assessment.
Sept 2016, 640pp., Hardback (Wiley)
ISBN 9781118956571 ¥32,830
Offers a methodologically-rigorous review of cognitive and
learning sciences models for testing purposes, as well as the
latest statistical and technological know-how for designing,
scoring, and interpreting results. Written by an international team of contributors at the cuttingedge of cognitive psychology and educational measurement under the editorship
of a research director at the Educational Testing Service
and an esteemed professor of educational psychology at the
University of Alberta as well as supported by an expert advisory board. Covers conceptual frameworks, modern
methodologies, and applied topics, in a style and at a level of
technical detail that will appeal to a wide range of readers
from both applied and scientific backgrounds. Considers
emerging topics in cognitively-grounded assessment, including applications of emerging socio-cognitive models,
cognitive models for human and automated scoring, and
various innovative virtual performance assessments.

64. Simmering, V.
Working Memory Capacity in Context Modeling Dynamic Processes of Behavior,
Memory, and Development. (Series: Monographs of the Society for Research in Child Development) Sept 2016, 316pp., Paperback (Wiley)
ISBN 9781119331957 ¥6,910

65. Sterling, C.
Essential Cognitive Psychology. Nov 2016,
324pp., Hardback (SAGE) ISBN 9781848607149
¥24,940
(Paperback ISBN 9781848607156 ¥8,230)

【人間の自己形成 - 行為、生活、言語コミュニケーション
の一日】
66. Streeck, J.
Self-Making Man: A Day of Action, Life, and
Language. (Series: Learning in Doing Social Cognitive and Computational Perspectives) Dec 2016,
Hardback (Cambridge U.P.)
ISBN 9781107022942 ¥26,780
This book portrays one day in the communicative life of the
owner of an auto repair-shop in Texas. He walks, looks,
points, shows and explains engines, makes sense by gesture, speaks, manages, makes his life-world, and in the
process reproduces social structures and himself as individual. Self-Making Man is the first comprehensive study of
a communicating person; it reveals socially shared and
personal practices, as well as improvisational actions by
which a person inhabits and makes sense of the world with
others. After decades of discussion on embodiment, this
study is the first to investigate one body in its full range of
communicative activities. Grounded in phenomenology and
committed to the methodological rigor of context analysis
and conversation analysis, Self-Making Man departs radically from contemporary research practice: it shows that, to
take embodiment in human interaction seriously, we must
conceive of it as individuation and organic, self-sustaining
life: as autopoeisis.

【認知トレーニング】
67. Strobach, T. & J. Karbach
Cognitive Training: An Overview of Features
and Applications. Sept 2016, 254pp., Hardback
(Springer) ISBN 9783315426600 ¥17,490
CONTENTS: Chapter 1. Introduction.- Part I: Basic Concepts and Methodology.- Chapter 2. Methods and Designs.Chapter 3. Theoretical Models of Training and Transfer Effects.- Part II: Plasticity in Different Age Groups.- Chapter 4.
Childhood and Adolescence.- Chapter 5. Adult Lifespan.Part III: Plasticity of Different Cognitive Domains.- Chapter 6.
Working Memory.- Chapter 7. Episodic Memory.- Chapter 8.
Prospective Memory.- Chapter 9. Executive Functions.- Part
IV: Multidomain Trainings.- Chapter 10. Action Video-Game Training and Its Effects on Perception and Attentional Control.- Chapter 11. Video-Game Training and
Effects on Executive Functions.- Chapter 12. Mindfulness
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and Meditation Training.- Chapter 13. Music Training.Chapter 14. Physical Training.- Part V: Cognitive Training in
Applied Contexts.- Chapter 15. Individual Difference and
Motivational Effects.- Chapter 16. Educational Application
of Working-Memory Training.- Chapter 17. Changes of
Electrical Brain Activity After Cognitive Training.- Chapter
18. Cognitive Training in Mild Cognitive Impairment.- Part
VI: Outlook.- Chapter 19. The Future of Cognitive Training.

【時間知覚の心理学】
68. Wearden, J。
The Psychology of Time Perception. July
2016, 261pp., Hardback (Palgrave Macmillan)
ISBN 9781137408822 ¥17,490
How do people perceive time? This book presents a wealth
of contemporary and classical research, including some of
the history and philosophy of time perception. Influential
internal clock-based models of time perception receive an
in-depth but non-technical introduction and discussion.
The role of cognition and emotion in perceiving time is also
explored, as well as questions derived from time experience
in daily life, such as why time seems to pass more quickly
in one situation rather than another. Classical and modern
research on timing in children is reviewed, as well as work
on time perception and time experience in older people.
Leading recent models of animal timing are also discussed
in a non-mathematical way.

人格・情動・社会心理学
【情動の表現】
69. Abell, C. & J. Smith (eds)
The Expression of Emotion: Philosophical,
Psychological and Legal Perspectives. (Series:
Studies in Emotion and Social Interaction) Oct
2016, Hardback (Cambridge U.P.)
ISBN 9781107111059 ¥19,000
The Expression of Emotion collects cutting-edge essays on
emotional expression written by leading philosophers, psychologists, and legal theorists. It highlights areas of interdisciplinary research interest, including facial expression,
expressive action, and the role of both normativity and context in emotion perception. Whilst philosophical discussion
of emotional expression has addressed the nature of expression and its relation to action theory, psychological
work on the topic has focused on the specific mechanisms
underpinning different facial expressions and their recognition.

【生態学的危機、持続可能性、心理社会的諸問題】
70. Adams, M.
Ecological Crisis, Sustainability and the
Psychosocial: Beyond Behaviour Change.
(Series: Studies in the Psychosocial) Sept 2016,
ca.225pp., Hardback (Palgrave Macmillan)
ISBN 9781137351593 ¥17,490
This book draws on recent developments across a range of
perspectives including psychoanalysis, narrative studies,

social practice theory, posthumanism and trans-species
psychology, to establish a radical psychosocial alternative to
mainstream understanding of ‘environmental problems’.
Only by addressing the psychological and social structures
maintaining unsustainable societies might we glimpse the
possibility of genuinely sustainable future.</div><div>The
challenges posed by the reality of human-caused ‘environmental problems’ are unprecedented. Understanding how
we respond to knowledge of these problems is vital if we are
to have a hope of meeting this challenge. Psychology and
the social sciences have been drafted in to further this understanding, and inform interventions encouraging sustainable behaviour. However, to date, much of psychology
has appeared happy to tinker with individual behaviour
change, or encourage minor modifications in the social environment aimed at ‘nudging’ individual behaviour. As the
ecological crisis deepens, it is increasingly recognised that
mainstream understandings and interventions are inadequate to the collective threat posed by climate change and
related ecological crises.

【親密関係における愛と憎しみの心理学】
71. Aumer, K.
The Psychology of Love and Hate in Intimate Relationships. July 2016, 307pp., Hardback (Springer) ISBN 9783319392752 ¥17,490
Social psychology has made great advancements in understanding how our romantic relationships function and to
some extent, dissolve. However, the social and behavioral
sciences in much of western scholarship often focus exclusively on the more positive aspects of intimate relationships--and less so on more controversial or unconventional
aspects.

【情動の美学】
72. Cupchik, G.C.
The Aesthetics of Emotion: Up the Down
Staircase of the Mind-Body. (Series: Studies in
Emotion and Social Interaction) Sept 2016, Hardback (Cambridge U.P.) ISBN 9781107024458
¥21,600
Offers a unified theory of emotion by acknowledging and
integrating opposing traditions and schools in psychology
as well as building a bridge between the sciences and humanities. QR codes are embedded next to each image in the
book, allowing readers to be taken directly to full colour versions on a dedicated website www.utsc.utoronto.ca/publications/aestheticsofemotion. A
series of eight informative lectures, which stand in relation
to the chapters and were given by the author, are also
available on this website.

【犯罪の統一的理論としての心理学】
73. DeLisi, M.
Psychopathy as Unified Theory of Crime.
(Palgrave's Frontiers in Criminology Theory) Aug
2016, 260pp., Hardback (Palgrave Macmillan)
ISBN 9781137469090 ¥15,550
This book applies the psychopathy concept toward the understanding of crime. Drawing on hundreds of studies and
his own clinical, research, and practitioner experience
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working with the most antisocial and violent offenders, the
author demonstrates that psychopathy can explain all
forms of crime across the life course, and also examines the
biosocial foundations of the disorder. With an abundance of
case studies and historical references, written in a distinctive writing style, the book is equally fascinating to the academic scholar and the true crime buff alike.

【ハーバート C.ケルマン - 紛争分析および解決の社会
心理学におけるパイオニア】
74. Fisher, R. & H. Kelman (eds)
Herbert C. Kelman: A Pioneer in the Social
Psychology of Conflict Analysis and Resolution. (SpringerBriefs on Pioneers in Science and
Practice, Vol 32) Aug 2016, 130pp., Paperback
(Springer) ISBN 9783319390307 ¥9,710
This edited volume presents selected papers capturing
Herbert Kelman’s unique and seminal contributions to the
social psychology of conflict analysis and resolution, with a
special emphasis on the utility of concepts for understanding and constructively addressing violent and intractable
conflicts.

【ロナルド J フィッシャー – 相互作用的紛争解決におけ
る北アメリカのパイオニア】
75. Fisher, R. J.
Ronald J. Fisher: A North American Pioneer
in Interactive Conflict Resolution. (SpringerBriefs on Pioneers in Science and Practice, Vol 33)
Aug 2016, 130pp., Paperback (Springer) ISBN
9783319390369 ¥9,710
This edited volume presents selected papers focusing on
Ronald Fisher’s cumulative contributions to understanding
destructive intergroup conflicts from a social-psychological
perspective, and to the development and assessment of
small group, interactive methods for resolving them.

【パーソナリティと親密関係過程】
76. Gaines, S.O.
Personality and Close Relationship Processes. (Series: Advances in Personal Relationships)
Aug 2016, Hardback (Cambridge U.P.)
ISBN 9781107109681 ¥19,000
Recasts the familiar concepts of adult attachment
styles/orientations as interpersonal attitudes. Explores the
degree to which particular personality theories do or do not
allow researchers to explain individual differences in close
relationship processes. Offers directions for future research
in a manner that identifies the major schools of thought in
personality.

ご注文・お問合せは sales@e-bookman.co.jp へ

【中東紛争における声なき声】
77. Hamed, A.
Speaking the Unspeakable: Sounds of the
Middle East Conflict. (Masters of Peace) June
2016, 103pp., Paperback (Springer) ISBN
9783658142070 ¥7,260
Adham Hamed explores how a metaphoric understanding
of the Middle East as an open space full of resonating
sound bodies can be applied to the Middle East Conflict.
Through inquiring into the experienced truths of large-scale
political violence, the author suggests that music carries a
potential for speaking ‘unspeakable’ truths.

78. Levi, D.
Group Dynamics for Teams, 5th Edition.
March 2016, 464pp., Paperback (SAGE) ISBN
9781483378343 ¥13,470

【コミュニティ心理学における文化的・批判的探求】
79. Macdonald, H.
Cultural and Critical Explorations in Community Psychology: The Inner City Intern.
Nov 2016, ca.150pp., Hardback (Palgrave Macmillan) ISBN 9781349950379 ¥16,520
This book engages the practice of community-based psychology through a critical lens in order in order to demonstrate that clinical practice and psychological assessment in
particular, require more affirmative psychopolitical agency
in the face of racial injustice within the urban environment.
Macdonald includes examples of clinical case analyses, vignettes and ethnographic descriptions while also drawing
upon a cross-fertilization of theoretical ideas and disciplines.
An oft neglected element of community psychology is the
practice of community informed psychological assessment,
especially within the inner city environments. This book
uniquely suggests ideas for how clinical practice, in relationship to issues such as race and cultural memory can
serve as a substantial vehicle for social justice against the
backdrop of a prejudiced criminal justice system and mental health delivery system.

【対話的精神 - 常識と倫理】
80. Marková, I.
The Dialogical Mind: Common Sense and
Ethics. Oct 2016, Hardback (Cambridge U.P.)
ISBN 9781107002555 ¥19,000
Marková presents an ethics of dialogicality as an alternative
to the narrow perspective of individualism and cognitivism
that has traditionally dominated the field of social psychology. The dialogical perspective, which focuses on interdependencies among the Self and Others, offers a powerful
theoretical basis to comprehend, analyse, and discuss
complex social issues. Marková considers the implications
of dialogical epistemology both in daily life and in professional practices involving problems of communication, care,
and therapy.
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【離婚、家族、情動作用】
81. Moore, E.
Divorce, Families and Emotion Work: 'Only
Death Will Make Us Part'. (Series: Palgrave
Macmillan Studies in Family and Intimate Life) Sept
2016, 224pp., Hardback (Palgrave Macmillan)
ISBN 9781137438218 ¥17,490
CONTENTS: 1. Introduction.- 2. Changing families and
regulating change in family life.- 3. Understanding family
change.- 4. Egalitarians, guilt and shame.- 5. Dependents:
Living between fear and freedom.- 6. Deserted wives, excluded fathers and everyday unhappiness.- 7. Conflicted
couples, enduring conflict and getting even.- 8. Divorce and
time.- 9. Connected lives

82. Panu, M.
Enjoyment and Submission in Modern Fantasy. (Series: Studies in the Psychosocial) Sept
2016, ca.230pp., Hardback (Palgrave Macmillan)
ISBN 9781137513205 ¥17,490
This book reveals the workings of the bourgeois passion for
submission in a variety of contemporary contexts. By
(re)introducing the concept ‘bourgeois’ as an analytical term
and describing this contemporary subject as a psychic
economy rather than just as a social class, Panu shows the
intractability of contemporary forms of enjoyment and neoliberalism’s periodic outbursts of aggressiveness to be
connected by a recurrent circuit of trauma and anxiety
originating in the bourgeois subject’s difficult relationship
with symbolic authority.

83. Vala, J. et al.
The Social Developmental Construction of
Violence and Intergroup Conflict Aug 2016,
174pp., Hardback (Springer)
ISBN 9783319427263 ¥17,490
This book describes how the violent dimension of intergroup relations can be better understood if the interplay
between psychological and social-developmental factors is
taken into account. Ten unique, innovative and original
chapters by international scholars of social and developmental psychology address the way how social reality is
constructed as a hierarchical order, and how social norms,
beliefs and cognitive-behavioral patterns are learned,
shared and repeatedly processed on how to uphold or challenge this social order.

臨床心理学
84. Andrade, A.L.M. & D. De Micheli
Innovations in the Treatment of Substance
Addiction. Sept 2016, 311pp., Hardback
(Springer) ISBN 9783319431703 ¥10,690

85. Anisman, H.
Health Psychology. (SAGE Foundations of Psychology Series) March 2016, 536pp., Hardback
(SAGE) ISBN 9781473918979 ¥24,940
(Paperback ISBN 9781473918986 ¥9,220)

【成人における自閉症スペクトラム障碍】
86. Barahona Corrêa, B. & R.-J. van der Gaag
Autism Spectrum Disorders in Adults. Jan
2017, 300pp., Hardback (Springer)
ISBN 9783319427119 ¥15,550
In this book a group of international experts guide the
reader through the clinical features of adults with autism
spectrum disorders, describe the care needs of patients and
their families, explain the evolution of the disorders into old
age, and highlight what can be done to help. Detailed attention is paid to the medical and psychiatric problems of
adults with these disorders and the approach to their education and professional integration. In addition, expert
neuroscientists summarize current views on the neurobiology of autism and describe promising biological treatments.

【作業療法に関する新しい研究】
87. Block, P. et al. (eds)
Occupying Disability: Critical Approaches to
Community, Justice, and Decolonizing Disability. June 2016, 410pp., Paperback (Springer)
ISBN 9789401777469 ¥9,520
Groundbreaking new literature bringing together the fields
of anthropology, disability studies and occupational therapy.
Pushes the boundaries of how occupational therapy approaches disability. Offers innovative ideas to social scientists about how to apply theoretical training to real world
contexts. Will be appealing to academic, practitioner and
disability activist markets around the world.

88. Chan, C. C.
Problem Gambling in Hong Kong and Macao
Etiology, Prevalence and Treatment. June
2016, 187pp., Hardback (Springer)
ISBN 9789811010668 ¥17,490

89. Charlés, L. L. & G. Samarasinghe (eds)
Family Therapy in Global Humanitarian
Contexts Voices and Issues from the Field.
(AFTA SpringerBriefs in Family Therapy) June 2016,
140pp., Paperback (Springer)
ISBN 9783319392691 ¥9,710
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90. Cohen, B.M.Z.
Psychiatric Hegemony: A Marxist Theory of
Mental Illness. Sept 2016, ca.200pp., Hardback
(Palgrave Macmillan) ISBN 9781137460509
¥17,490

【コミュニケーション障害の事例研究】
91. Cummings, L.
Case Studies in Communication Disorders.
Sept 2016, Hardback (Cambridge U.P.) ISBN
9781107154872 ¥21,770
(Paperback ISBN 9781316608388 ¥6,910)
Provides a collection of 48 detailed case studies based on
clients with communication disorders. Each case study includes 25 questions, and a fully-worked answer is provided
for each question. Suggestions for further reading are also
included.

【医療上の意思決定ハンドブック】
92. Diefenbach, M. et al. (eds)
Handbook of Health Decision Science. Oct
2016, ca. 700pp., Hardback (Springer) ISBN
9781493934843 ¥27,210
This comprehensive reference delves into the complex process of medical decision making—both the nuts-and-bolts
access and insurance issues that guide choices and the
cognitive and affective factors that can make patients decide
against their best interests.

【カウンセリング心理学ハンドブック・第 4 版】
93. Douglas, B. et al. (eds)
The Handbook of Counselling Psychology,
4th Edition. Feb 2016, 696pp., Hardback (SAGE)
ISBN 9781446276310 ¥22,450
(Paperback ISBN 9781446276327 ¥9,720)
CONTENTS: Sections: 1. Situating Counselling Psychology.
2. Setting Out on the Journey. 3. Finding Your Way. 4. Encountering the Landscapes. 5. Different Territories. 6. Becoming a guide.

【批判的マインドフルネス - ランガーモデルの探求】
94. Fatemi, S. M. D. (ed)
Critical Mindfulness Exploring Langerian
Models. June 2016, 324pp., Hardback (Springer)
ISBN 9783319307817 ¥17,490
Expanding on the trailblazing ideas of Ellen Langer, this
provocative volume explores the implications of critical
mindfulness for making psychology more responsive and its
practice more meaningful. Powerful critiques take the discipline to task for positioning therapists as experts over their
clients and focusing on outcomes to the detriment of therapeutic process.

【生命記号論的医学】
95. Goli, F. (ed)
Biosemiotic Medicine: Healing in the World
of Meaning. (Studies in Neuroscience, Consciousness and Spirituality, Vol 5) July 2016, 341pp.,
Hardback (Springer) ISBN 9783319350912
¥21,380
CONTENTS: 1. An introduction to Semiotic Approach to the
placebo responses (Farzad Goli).- 2. Cybersemiotics and
transdisciplinary health studies (Søren Brier).- 3. Some reflections on non-substance bound healing effects and the
concept of narrative medicine (Carl Eduard Scheidt).- 4.
Placebo response and webs of belief (Farzad Goli).- 5. The
clinical settings as therapeutic Metaphors (Farzad Goli). […]

96. Graham, H.L.
Brief Integrated Motivational Intervention:
A Treatment Manual for Co-occuring Mental
Ill Health and Substance Use. Sept 2016,
144pp., Paperback (Wiley) ISBN 9781119166658
¥9,490

【不眠症 - 現代社会における必要な睡眠】
97. Horne, J.
Sleeplessness: Assessing Sleep Need in Society Today. Aug 2016, 205pp., Hardback (Palgrave Macmillan) ISBN 9783319305714 ¥17,490
(Paperback ISBN 9783319327914 ¥5,830)
CONTENTS: Chapter 1. Insomnia.- Chapter 2. Sleep Debt:
Societal Insomnia?- Chapter 3. Short Sleep, Mortality and
Illness.- Chapter 4. Obesity.- Chapter 5. Childhood and Adolescence.- Chapter 6. When is Enough, Enough?- Chapter
7. Illumination.- Chapter 8. Sleepiness.- Chapter 9. Extreme Sleepiness.- Chapter 10. Brainwork.- Chapter 11.
Prolonger Wakefulness.- Chapter 12. Use it or Lose it. […]

98. Kennerley, H. et al.
An Introduction to Cognitive Behaviour
Therapy: Skills and Applications, 3rd Edition. Nov 2016, 464pp., Hardback (SAGE) ISBN
9781473962569 ¥21,200
(Paperback & Interactive eBook ISBN 9781473962576
¥7,480)

99. Kingdon, D. et al.
CBT Values and Ethics. Dec 2016, 168pp.,
Hardback (SAGE) ISBN 9781446273005
¥16,210
(Paperback ISBN 9781446273012 ¥5,730)
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【児童および青年の精神医学 - アジアの視点から】
100.
Malhotra, S. & P. Santosh
Child and Adolescent Psychiatry: Asian
Perspectives. Dec 2016, ca.200pp., Hardback
(Springer) ISBN 9788132236177 ¥21,380
This is a comprehensive volume on issues and concerns
related to child and adolescent mental health in Asia, which
includes contributions from experts in child psychiatry from
Asia and focuses on Asian issues and concerns. The chapters provide accurate and detailed accounts of the current
state of knowledge through integrating research approaches
and findings from clinical studies.

101.
Markowitz, J.C.
Interpersonal Psychotherapy for Posttraumatic Stress Disorder. July 2016, 176pp., Paperback (Oxford U.P., USA) ISBN 9780190465599
¥6,900

102.
Russo-Netzer, P. et al.
Clinical Perspectives on Meaning: Positive
and Existential Psychotherapy. Sept 2016,
368pp., Hardback (Springer)
ISBN 9783319413952 ¥27,210
Provides a unique opportunity for discussing the therapeutic potentials of meaning and purpose. Integrates different
perspectives on the science of meaning and how meaning
may be cultivated in the therapeutic context, representing
leading figures in the field. Analyzes a potential enhancement of mindfulness-based approaches, trauma treatment,
CBT, terminal care, etc. through inclusion of the meaning
and purpose dimension.

103.
Simpkins, A.M. & C.A. Simpkins
Core Principles of Meditation for Therapy:
Improving the Outcomes for Psychotherapeutic Treatments. Aug 2016, 272pp., Paperback (Wiley) ISBN 9781118689592 ¥8,640
104.
Slade, M. et al. (eds)
Wellbeing, Recovery and Mental Health. Oct
2016, Paperback (Cambridge U.P.) ISBN
9781107543058 ¥11,230

105.
Sullivan, K.T. & E. Lawrence (eds)
The Oxford Handbook of Relationship Science and Couple Interventions. (Series: Oxford
Library of Psychology) Aug 2016, 288pp., Hardback
(Oxford U.P., USA) ISBN 9780199783267 ¥30,240
Highlights novel, state-of-the-art research on relationship
distress and couple interventions. Compiles cutting-edge
scholarly work on understanding and treating couple distress in one accessible volume. Offers a broad yet coherent

view of the field of relationship science and describes empirically supported prevention and treatment interventions.

106.
Tucker, W.
Narratives of Recovery from Serious Mental
Illness. June 2016, 165pp., Hardback (Springer)
ISBN 9783319337256 ¥10,690

応用心理学
【組織における倫理的リーダーシップ】
107.
Bachmann, B.
Ethical Leadership in Organizations: Concepts and Implementation. (Series: CSR, Sustainability, Ethics & Governance) Sept 2016,
198pp., Hardback (Springer)
ISBN 9783319429410 ¥22,350
Includes a comprehensive overview of ethical leadership
theory. Presents evidence supporting the practical adoption
of ethical leadership in business organizations. Introduces
ethical leadership as a core concept in HR development.
Discusses how improved forms of leadership can be implemented. Identifies leadership as the decisive and generally
overlooked component for CSR and ethics implementation.

108.
Bollen, K. et al.
Advancing Workplace Mediation Through
Integration of Theory and Practice. (Industrial
Relations & Conflict Management) Sept 2016,
269pp., Hardback (Springer)
ISBN 9783319428413 ¥17,490
109.
Deppa, K. F.
Resilience Training for Firefighters: An Approach to Prevent Behavioral Health Problems. (SpringerBriefs in Fire) June 2016, 77pp.,
Paperback (Springer) ISBN 9783319387789
¥9,710

【金融犯罪の心理学的、技術的、倫理的諸問題】
110.
Dion, M. et al. (eds)
Financial Crimes: Psychological, Technological, and Ethical Issues. (International Library
of Ethics, Law, and the New Medicine, Vol 68)
June 2016, 437pp., Hardback (Springer)
ISBN 9783319324180 ¥19,430
This book on the psychology of white collar criminals discusses various cases of financial crime, while also attempting to delve into the minds of the criminals in question. The
literature on this topic is growing as it gains momentum in
the scientific field, as a result of the extremely negative impact white collar crime has on its victims.
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【共同作業の心理学】
111.
Edwards, A.
Working Relationally In and Across Practices: A Cultural-Historical Approach to Collaboration. Dec 2016, Hardback (Cambridge
U.P.) ISBN 9781107110373 ¥19,000

【環境心理学およびクオリティオブライフ研究ハンドブック】
112.
Fleury-Bahi, G. et al. (eds)
Handbook of Environmental Psychology and
Quality of Life Research. July 2016, 612pp.,
Hardback (Springer) ISBN 9783319314143
¥51,320
This Handbook presents a broad overview of the current
research carried out in environmental psychology which
puts into perspective quality of life and relationships with
living spaces, and shows how this original analytical
framework can be used to understand different environmental and societal issues.

【社会的ジレンマの処方箋 - 都市、交通、環境問題の心
理学】
113.
Fujii, Satoshi
Prescription for Social Dilemmas: Psychology for Urban, Transportation, and Environmental Problems. Aug 2016, 215pp., Hardback
(Springer) ISBN 9784431556176 ¥22,350
Offers a comprehensive understanding of behavior and
psychology in social dilemmas, including basic and applied
science along with pragmatic solutions. Provides new solutions to researchers and practitioners for environmental
problems, sustainable transportation, and urban management. Shows behavioral scientists and psychologists how
their research can contribute to solving real world problems.

114.
Hale, K.S. & K.M. Stanney (eds)
Advances in Neuroergonomics and Cognitive
Engineering. (Proceedings of the AHFE 2016 International Conference on Neuroergonomics and
Cognitive Engineering, July 27-31, 2016, Walt Disney World®, Florida, USA) July 2016, 445pp., Paperback (Springer) ISBN 9783319416908
¥44,510

【工学心理学と認知人間工学】
115.
Harris, D. (ed)
Engineering Psychology and Cognitive Ergonomics. (13th International Conference, EPCE
2016, held as Part of HCI International 2016, Toronto, ON, Canada, July 17-22, 2016, Proceedings) July
2016, Paperback (Springer)
ISBN 9783319400297 ¥14,380
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 13th
International Conference on Engineering Psychology and
Cognitive Ergonomics, EPCE 2016, held as part of the 18th
International Conference on Human-Computer Interaction,
HCII 2016, held in Toronto, ON, Canada, in July 2016. The
total of 1287 regular papers and 186 poster papers presented at the HCII 2016 conferences was carefully reviewed
and selected from 4354 submissions. These papers address
the latest research and development efforts and highlight
the human aspects of design and use of computing systems.
The papers accepted for presentation thoroughly cover the
entire field of human-computer interaction, addressing major advances in knowledge and effective use of computers in
a variety of application areas. The 47 contributions included
in the EPCE proceedings were organized in the following
topical sections: mental workload and performance; interaction and cognition; team cognition; cognition in complex
and high risk environments; and cognition in aviation.

【交代制勤務と長時間労働の社会的・家族的諸問題】
116.
Iskra-Golec, I. et al.
Social and Family Issues in Shift Work and
Non Standard Working Hours. July 2016,
202pp., Hardback (Springer)
ISBN 9783319422848 ¥17,490
CONTENTS: Chapters: 1: Work/Family Linkages and Their
Antecedents and Outcomes; Joseph Grzywacz.- 2: Introduction to Problems of Shift Work; Giovanni Costa.- 3: Unusual and Unsocial? Effects of Shiftwork and Other
Unusual Working Times on Social Participation; Anna
Arlinghaus and Friedhelm Nachreiner.- 4. Reciprocal Relations between Working Time Arrangements and
Work-Family Conflict over Time; Nicole W.H. Jansen and
IJmert Kant.- 5: Parents Working Non Standard Schedules
and Schools Operating in Two Shifts: Effects on Sleep and
Daytime Functioning of Adolescents; Biserka Radosevic-Vidacek, Adrijana Koscec and Marija Bakotic.- 6: Work
Schedule and Family Eldercare Responsibilities for Men
and Women; Janet Barnes-Farrell.- 7: Irregular Work Shifts
and Family Issues: A Case of Flight Attendants; Flaviany
Ribeiro, Lucia Rotenberg and Frida Marina Fischer.- 8:
Gender Differences in Safety, Health and Work/Family Interference: Promoting Equity; Donatella Camerino.- 9:
Chronotype and Circadian Type Characteristics and
Work/Family Spillover in Shift Workers; Irena Iskra-Golec.10: Individual, Family and Organizational Strategies to
Manage Fatigue Associated with Shift Work in the Australian Context; Anne Pisarski.

ご注文・お問合せは sales@e-bookman.co.jp へ
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117.
Kemp, S.
Was Communism Doomed? Human Nature,
Psychology and the Communist Economy.
Aug 2016, 255pp., Hardback (Palgrave Macmillan)
ISBN 9783319327792 ¥17,490

【リチャード・N・ルボウ - 国際関係論、歴史、政治哲学
および心理学のパイオニア】
118.
Lebow, R. N. (ed)
Richard Ned Lebow: A Pioneer in International Relations Theory, History, Political
Philosophy and Psychology. (Pioneers in Arts,
Humanities, Science, Engineering, Practice, Vol 2)
June 2016, 184pp., Paperback (Springer) ISBN
9783319341491 ¥22,350
This is the first of four volumes to be published as part of
this book series, on the life and work of Richard Ned Lebow.
In a career spanning six decades, Richard Ned Lebow has
made important contributions to the study of international
relations, political and intellectual history, motivational and
social psychology, philosophy of science, and classics.

【ティーンエイジャーとのＨＣＩ研究】
119.
Little, L. et al. (eds)
Perspectives on HCI Research with Teenagers. (Human–Computer Interaction Series) July
2016, 285pp., Hardback (Springer) ISBN
9783319334486 ¥18,460
Teen Computer Interaction is concerned with the design,
evaluation and implementation of technologies for teenagers
and with the study of major phenomena surrounding them.
It aims to give special consideration to the unique development issues and diversity of this particular user group.
Teenagers are possibly the most diverse, dynamic and
technologically-aware user group.

【福島原発事故後の消費者の省エネ行動】
120.
Matsukawa, I.
Consumer Energy Conservation Behavior
after Fukushima: Evidence from Field Experiments. June 2016, 172pp., Paperback
(Springer) ISBN 9789811010965 ¥9,710
This book presents an in-depth empirical analysis of consumer response to alternative policies for energy conservation. Its main focus is on innovative policy instruments that
have attracted increasing attention from academics and
energy conservation practitioners alike: critical peak pricing,
conservation requests, in-home displays, and home energy
reports.

121.
Schmorrow, D.D. & C.M. Dylan (eds)
Foundations of Augmented Cognition: Neuroergonomics and Operational Neuroscience.
(Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence 9744) Aug
2016, (Springer) Paperback (Springer)
ISBN 9783319399515 ¥12,440

122.
Theorell, T. et al.
Developing Leadership and Employee Health
Through the Arts: Improving Leader-Employee Relationships. Sept 2016, 180pp.,
Hardback (Springer) ISBN 9783319419671
¥21,380

【個別対応サービスにおける情動とパーソナリティ】
123.
Tkalčič, M. et al. (eds)
Emotions and Personality in Personalized
Services: Models, Evaluation and Applications. (Human–Computer Interaction Series) July
2016, 224pp., Hardback (Springer)
ISBN 9783319314112 ¥18,460
Bridges personalization algorithms, such as recommender
systems, with psychologically motivated user-centric concepts, such as emotions and personality. Translates psychological theories of emotions and personality into
computational models for use in personalization algorithm.

124.
Wildman, J.L. et al.
Critical Issues in Cross Cultural Management. Aug 2016, 174pp., Hardback (Springer)
ISBN 9783319421643 ¥17,490

【Synercube によるリーダーシップ論】
125.
Zankovsky, A. & C. von der Heiden
Leadership with Synercube A dynamic leadership culture for excellence. July 2016,
210pp., Hardback (Springer)
ISBN 9783662490518 ¥14,960
Description of the Synercube Leadership Theory with numerous practical examples. 10 different leadership styles
are described according to the dimensions people, task and
values. The book enables the reader to conclude how people
interact with each other in a company and how corporate
power should be used in order to achieve excellence with
the available resources.
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産業・労働・組織心理学ハンドブック・全 3 巻
The SAGE Handbook of Industrial,
Work & Organizational Psychology
Three-Volume Set
Edited by Deniz S. Ones, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis,
Neil Anderson, Brunel University, Gandan Kepir Sinangil, Marmara University, Istanbut,
and Chockalingam Viswesvaran, Florida International University Miami
２０１６年 10 月出版予定

全 3 巻／2240 ページ

ハードカバー

定価 ¥８２，３２０

This Handbook examines key themes and topics from within this dynamic and expanding
field of psychology.
By offering a truly cross-cultural and global perspective, the editors and contributors are
able to address traditional topics like human resource management, selection and
training in the light of globalization and technological change. Added to this, the sheer
amount of research in the area can become overwhelming for practitioners and
academics. These three volumes, therefore, include clear overviews of the latest research
in a given area. This user-friendly approach means all three handbooks in the set can be
used as reference guides, as well as sources for further study and research.
Volume 1: Personnel Psychology and Employee Performance. ISBN 9781446207215
Volume 2: Organizational Psychology. ISBN 9781446207222
Volume 3: Managerial Psychology & Organizational Approaches. ISBN 9781446287316
(SAGE)

※※※※※※※※※※※ ご

案

内

ISBN 9781446287316

※※※※※※※※※※※
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